A FRESH ANGLE TO SUPPORT WORKPLACE TRENDS
Accelerate workstations provide a combination of versatility and quality, and the addition of a 120-degree application creates a contemporary aesthetic while enhancing layout flexibility. The 120-degree connectors and worksurfaces put everything within reach, supporting a more efficient workspace. The non-linear design allows for a wider variety of workstation arrangements, and increases collaboration by supporting creative small group configurations. When designing your next workstation layout, benefit from a higher degree of flexibility and affordability with Accelerate 120-degree capabilities.

ACCELERATE CONFIGURATION
3-way panel with 120° corner worksurface.

ACCELERATE CONFIGURATION
2-way panel with 120° corner and 60° wedge worksurfaces.

PANELS
The 2- and 3-way panel options expand Accelerate’s planning versatility and create new arrangements to support a collaborative environment.

CONNECTORS
Support the 120 degree configuration you desire with 2- and 3-way panel connectors available in the following heights: 35", 42 ½", 50", 57 ½", 65", 72 ½", and 80".

WORKSURFACES
The purposeful worksurface design places all the tools people need to get work done within reach, increasing efficiency and productivity.